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Abstract

Purpose This paper examines the effectiveness of PhD support groups as an intervention that improves mental wellbeing and increases confidence in timely PhD completion.

Design/methodology/approach Participants of six PhD support groups, which we co-facilitated, completed a survey at the start of the intervention and at the end of the eight weeks of attendance. The survey measured subjective wellbeing and confidence in completion using the Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Well-being Scale and statements from the Postgraduate Research Experience Survey (2017 and 2019). The final survey also included open-ended questions to identify the helpful factors of the intervention.

Findings Participants’ subjective wellbeing scores increased considerably over the eight weeks of group attendance and improved from initial score ranges associated with risk of depression or psychological distress. As a result of feeling understood and supported by other group members, participants felt less isolated and anxious, were more satisfied with their life and work-life balance, and felt more confident about completing their PhD within the institutional timeframe. Our results confirm previous findings on the positive effects of social support and the relationship between poor wellbeing and attrition.

Originality Existing literature mainly highlights factors that affect postgraduate researchers’ wellbeing, with limited research on innovative interventions. This paper investigates the impact of social support in a facilitated peer group that focuses on the emotional and psychological aspects of the PhD experience, rather than peer group learning or support with specific research tasks.

Practical implications Support groups could form an integral part of university support as they increase wellbeing and could improve retention.
Introduction

Over the last decade, a growing literature has highlighted the prevalence of mental health issues and poor wellbeing in the postgraduate research student (PGR) population (e.g. Stubb et al., 2011; Levecque et al., 2017). PGRs face unique challenges which may impede mental health and wellbeing, such as difficulties in the supervisory relationship, financial worries, feelings of inadequacy and isolation (Metcalfe et al., 2018). Existing literature on PGR wellbeing mainly highlights risk factors, with limited research on innovative interventions that enhance PGR wellbeing, improve the overall PhD experience, and which may be integrated into existing university support systems.

This paper aims to address this gap by describing the practice and outcomes of PhD support groups at our institution. The groups were introduced as part of an 18-month funded project that aimed to support PGR mental wellbeing at our institution with new initiatives, such as wellbeing training for staff and PGRs. The support groups aimed to decrease isolation and improve mental wellbeing by providing a safe, confidential space in which participants could discuss and support each other with difficult issues related to the doctoral experience and their emotional or psychological impact.

We present quantitative and qualitative data from six support groups that we co-facilitated over two years. Our results confirm that social support is critical during the PhD journey and testify to the effectiveness of support groups in improving well-being, confidence in completion and the overall doctoral experience.

Theoretical framework

Definitions

There have been various attempts to address the problematic nature of ‘wellbeing’ as a concept and provide working definitions (e.g. McNaught, 2011; Dodge et al., 2012). Researchers acknowledge the difficulty of combining both subjective and objective definitions of wellbeing with cross-cultural relevance and application (e.g. Diener, 2009; La Placa et al., 2013). Our work was informed by Juniper et al. (2012), who focus their working definition of ‘wellbeing’ exclusively on those aspects that are influenced by the PhD role and university-based interventions. They introduce a wellbeing scale to investigate researchers’ subjective perceptions and only use variables measuring aspects of wellbeing that an institution can influence. In line with Juniper et al. (2012), our approach used existing, widely used measures which capture the overall PhD experience and describe subjective wellbeing.

For our definition of ‘support group’ we adopt Kurtz’s (1997) definition, as it captures the purposes and format of our groups:

Support groups meet for the purpose of giving emotional support and information to persons with a common problem. They are often facilitated by professionals and linked to a social agency or a larger, formal organization. Behavioral and societal change are subordinate to the goals of emotional support and education. Meetings are relatively unstructured, and the group’s program is unlikely to espouse an ideology. (pp. 4-5)
PGR wellbeing, social isolation and social support

Levecque et al. (2017) found that PGRs are more than twice as likely to have or develop a common psychiatric disorder than the highly educated in the general population. Some of the factors that often lead to poor mental health in this population are issues within the supervisory relationship (Pyhältö et al., 2012), feelings of isolation (Ali and Kohun, 2006), dissatisfaction with the learning environment (Pyhältö et al., 2009), work-life balance and feelings of self-doubt (Juniper et al., 2012). These studies were based in Belgium, Finland, the United States and the United Kingdom, indicating that similar wellbeing issues are prevalent independent of the country or exact structure of the doctoral degree.

A critical implication of poor mental wellbeing in PGRs is that it can lead to attrition, with PGRs experiencing high levels of emotional exhaustion, stress, anxiety and isolation being more likely to withdraw from their programme (Ali and Kohun, 2006; Pyhältö et al., 2012; Hunter and Devine, 2016). In contrast, PGRs who feel supported within their learning environment are more engaged with their studies (Jairam and Kahl, 2012), exhibit significantly lower emotional exhaustion and are likely to successfully complete (Hunter and Devine, 2016). These PGRs are often in high-quality supervisory relationships and receive high levels of support from their departments.

These findings support the vast literature on the effect of social support on reducing stress and improving overall mental wellbeing (e.g. Viswesvaran et al., 1999; Halbesleben, 2006; Lakey and Orehek, 2011). Jairam and Kahl (2012) concluded that PGRs’ social support networks, categorised into peers, supervisors and family, buffer stress levels and possibly increase retention. PGR participants in Jairam and Kahl’s study indicated that they received emotional support from all three groups of individuals in their network, but highlighted the empathy, shared experience, and encouragement they received from their peers.

In order to prevent isolation and increase social support, Ali and Kohun (2006) recommend the formation of groups for PGRs. Some successful examples include a learning cohort that discussed dissertation-related issues (Burnett, 1999), an informal support group of four women during their dissertation phase (Denman et al., 2018), peer-to-peer mentoring (Bowman et al., 1990), and a peer-learning group that focused on research-related activities (Stracke, 2010).

While previous studies on PhD groups as social support interventions have focused on peer group learning or specific research tasks, our study is unique in that it describes a group that focuses on the emotional and psychological issues of doing a PhD and aims to improve both mental wellbeing and the overall doctoral experience.

Support Groups

Support groups do not usually embody a particular theoretical approach and research has focused on practice and evaluation of their effectiveness (Kurtz, 1997). While some of the features of support groups (e.g. confidentiality) overlap with therapy groups and peer groups, Schopler and Galinsky (1993) conceptualise these as a continuum. At one end, therapy groups focus on personality change through self-analysis and awareness, with the facilitator
focusing on interpretation. At the other end, peer groups focus on a shared issue, without a formal leader and no single member taking responsibility for group conditions to be conducive to positive change (Rosenberg, 1984).

Support groups lie in the middle, in that they aim to increase the ability of participants to cope with the central issue – in our case, difficult emotions linked to the PhD experience – by focusing on group cohesion and enhancing self-esteem. The support group facilitators adopt a conscious, formal role as guardians of group boundaries, inclusivity, supportive discussion and promoters of a safe, open environment (Rosenberg, 1984).

Literature on effective group practice identifies several helping characteristics of peer, support and therapy groups (Rosenberg, 1984; Yalom, 1995; Schiff and Bargal, 2000). Given the aims of our intervention, we identified the following four characteristics as potentially useful to anyone attending a PhD support group:

a) Universality and an alternative to loneliness: the realisation that others have similar feelings regarding the shared situation, leading to a reduction in feelings of isolation;

b) Support: empathy, listening to others, and personal disclosure;

c) Communicating experiential knowledge: learning from own or others' experiences;

d) Instillation of hope: feeling inspired by observing improvement of others or a belief that the intervention may help participants.

The negative effects of support groups have received less attention (Schopler and Galinsky, 1993), but these may include: conformity, stress related to group obligations, feeling overwhelmed and inadequate, learning inappropriate responses, embarrassment, and over-confidence (Shumaker and Brownell, 1984). Communicating openly in a group setting can also feel intimidating and stressful for some (Richman, 1990). Regarding the group process, issues include irregular attendance or dropouts and dominating or disruptive participants. The conclusion of a group can also present a challenge to participants, even within the context of a relatively short support group intervention (Drebing, 2016). We discuss how we prevented or overcame some of these challenges in the next section.

While there are no previous studies on the effectiveness of PhD support groups as mental wellbeing interventions, previous research on support groups for people suffering with mental illness or for their caregivers suggests that they are effective in improving mental wellbeing across a broad range of focal issues and in various settings (e.g. Chou et al., 2002; Mancini et al., 2013; Worrall et al., 2018). Given the literature on the effectiveness of support groups and the increasing prevalence of common psychiatric disorders, such as anxiety and depression amongst the PGR population (Levecque et al. 2017), it seemed apt to introduce such an intervention at our institution.

**Methods**

**Support Group structure and participants**

Six support groups ran over two years, with three groups each year. Following a format of closed groups (Yalom, 1995), each group met weekly for 90 minutes over eight weeks with consistent membership. The groups were held face-to-face in a private counselling room on
the main university campus, with chairs arranged in a circle so that all participants could see each other and read nametags. While the maximum recommended size of an interactional group is ten participants (Yalom, 1995), we recruited up to twelve participants in each group in the first year due to project pressures to reach as many PGRs as possible. In response to feedback and our observation that smaller groups shared more openly and connected more effectively, we reduced the recruitment number to ten in the second year. All groups were collaboratively facilitated by a Counsellor and a Researcher Developer (a university employee responsible for supporting the professional and personal development of PGRs through training, events and mentoring schemes).

The application to join a support group was open to PGRs across all disciplines and years of study who believed they could benefit from peer support on emotional issues related to the PhD. Applicants were invited to a 15-minute appointment with the facilitators to discuss confidentiality, what they hoped to get out of the group, their PhD progress and any mental health or emotional concerns. Following the appointment, all applicants who wished to join a group were invited to join one; applicants who could benefit from individual counselling were directed to the institution’s counselling service and were invited to join a support group after the end of their counselling sessions.

A total of 56 PGRs participated across the six support groups, with 70% of participants being female. This is considerably higher than the proportion of female PhD students at the institution, which is 50%. This gender disparity is consistent with findings that women are more likely to have a common mental health problem and receive treatment than men (McManus et al., 2016), thus suggesting women could also be more likely to seek emotional support. The distribution of our participants closely matched the distribution of PGRs across faculties in the institution. However, the composition of each individual group was random, as places were offered on a first come, first served basis due to the limited duration of the funded project. Each group, therefore, varied in membership in terms of disciplines, gender, concerns, and pre-existing mental health conditions.

To create a close-knit group, we asked any participant who missed the first session of their allocated group or who missed any other two sessions over the eight weeks, to join a later group. We also set ground rules around confidentiality, arriving promptly, turning off phones, and being respectful towards each other.

Rather than focusing on improving performance through tasks, we tried to encourage a focus on aspects of the PhD experience which felt painful, difficult or debilitating through open discussion. In line with the helping features of support groups outlined above, we encouraged participants to share and support each other by listening to and acknowledging each other’s experience and emotions.

After the first group, we introduced a weekly check-in at the beginning of each session so that everyone, including quieter participants, spoke at some point every week and participants could pick up on issues mentioned during check-in. After the second group, we introduced brief paired discussion at the very first session of each group on reasons that brought participants to the group. Paired discussion was useful for easing participants into
sharing with the larger group. Sometimes, participants focused solely on systemic issues rather than individual change. To tackle this, we introduced a question at the start of the group process: “What would you like to change about your PhD experience? – focusing on things you can actually change yourself”.

The main role of the facilitators was to facilitate communication by ensuring that members felt supported when bringing up difficult issues and by preventing participants from dominating the discussion. During the first meeting of each group, the facilitators modelled group communication skills through active listening and questioning, while participants were still familiarising themselves with the open-discussion format. The Researcher Developer often gave guidance relating to expectations, university systems, sources of support, and skills development. The main focus of the initiative, however, was on the emotional, psychological and relational aspects of the PhD experience addressed by the Counsellor.

Measures

We ran a quantitative survey at the start of the first session of each group (start of the intervention) and repeated the same survey, with the addition of three open-ended questions, during the last fifteen minutes of the eighth and final session of each group (end of the intervention).

To measure changes in subjective wellbeing and psychological functioning, the survey used the Warwick Edinburgh Mental Wellbeing Scale (WEMWBS). WEMWBS was developed and validated by researchers from the universities of Warwick and Edinburgh, with funding from NHS Health Scotland, to measure mental wellbeing in adults, independent of the presence of mental illness (Taggart et al., 2015). Participants were asked to respond to the 14 WEMWBS statements in (1), based on what best described their experience in the past two weeks. Each statement is scored on a 1-5 Likert scale and the score is calculated by summing the scores of all 14 statements (minimum score: 14, maximum: 70).

1. **WEMWBS statements**
   a. I’ve been feeling optimistic about the future
   b. I’ve been feeling useful
   c. I’ve been feeling relaxed
   d. I’ve been feeling interested in other people
   e. I’ve had energy to spare
   f. I’ve been dealing with problems well
   g. I’ve been thinking clearly
   h. I’ve been feeling good about myself
   i. I’ve been feeling close to other people
   j. I’ve been feeling confident
   k. I’ve been able to make up my own mind about things
   l. I’ve been feeling loved
   m. I’ve been interested in new things
   n. I’ve been feeling cheerful
We chose WEMWBS as it is suitable for measuring change after short interventions and has been used in the 2016 Health Survey for England, thus allowing us to compare our participants’ scores to those of the general population. WEMWBS scores have also been compared to surveys that measure mental illness, such as the Centre for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale and the Edinburgh Post Natal Depression Scale. The comparison with these surveys suggests that WEMWBS scores between 41 and 45 are indicative of high risk of psychological distress and increased risk of depression (Taggart et al., 2015). Individuals with a score of ≤40 are linked to high risk of major depression.

In order to compare the results of our participants to those of the general PhD population, the survey included statements from the Postgraduate Research Experience Survey (PRES). PRES is a robustly tested annual survey developed by AdvanceHE to gather information about the experience of PGRs across UK institutions and provide national benchmarking [1]. The statements in (2), from PRES 2017, are ranked on a five-point Likert scale from ‘definitely disagree’ to ‘definitely agree’. The percentage of ‘agree’ figures is calculated by the addition of ‘definitely agree’ and ‘mostly agree’ responses and dividing by the overall number of responses.

2. PRES 2017 statements
   a. I am confident that I will complete my research degree programme within my institution's expected timescale
   b. There is someone I can talk to about my day-to-day problems
   c. I am satisfied with my life nowadays
   d. I am satisfied with my work–life balance

In order to capture any differences between the wellbeing scores of those who had considered dropping out and those who had not, we included the binary PRES question that asks whether participants have, for any reason, considered leaving or suspending their postgraduate course.

In the second year of the initiative, we added to our survey the new wellbeing questions from PRES 2019, listed in (3). The questions are ranked on a scale from 0-10, where 0 is 'not at all' and 10 'completely'. The proportion of figures indicating good wellbeing is calculated by adding the number of responses at 7 or higher and dividing by the overall number of responses.

3. PRES 2019 statements
   a. Overall, I am satisfied with life nowadays
   b. Overall, I felt happy yesterday
   c. Overall, I feel things I do in my life are worthwhile
   d. Overall, I did not feel much anxiety yesterday

The three open-ended questions in the final survey, completed at the end of the eight sessions of each group, asked participants: a) what they thought were the most useful

---

1 The statement on confidence is completion stayed the same in PRES 2019.
aspects of the group experience, b) what could be done to improve it in the future, and c) what changes the university can make to improve the PhD experience. The first and second questions were asked to help us interpret the quantitative results and improve our practice. The final question was a requirement of our funding, as the overall project aimed to identify common concerns among PGRs and drive institutional change.

The qualitative responses were analysed using thematic content analysis as we expected the emergent themes to relate to both the helping and negative aspects of support groups discussed above. We also expected that the themes raised in the final question would closely align with the PGR-specific challenges that have been extensively discussed in previous literature.

Participants often mentioned more than a single issue/aspect in their qualitative responses; therefore, each issue/aspect was coded as a distinct theme. The reported frequency of each theme is based on the percentage of participants who mentioned that theme in their response.

Number of responses and data considerations

All 56 participants across the six groups completed the survey at the start of the intervention, but only a subset of 44 completed the final survey. This was because four participants were unable to attend the final session for practical reasons (e.g. illness) and eight dropped out before the end of the intervention. Six left early in the process, before week four, and this was usually to do with a discrepancy between their expectations of the intervention compared with the reality of the process. Some, perhaps, expected a space where participants would share practical tips and strategies, whilst a few found the process of sharing in a group difficult and opted for individual counselling instead. The two participants who left late in the process did not contact us to give a reason, so we might speculate that this was linked to difficult feelings about the ending of the group. The final responses for WEMWBS were 43 as one of the participants skipped the relevant section when completing the survey.

To improve our data and produce like-for-like responses in the second year of the initiative, we asked participants to randomly pick a code name, which they had to write on both their initial and final survey. This method ensured anonymity and allowed us to compare individual responses while excluding the initial responses of anyone who did not complete the final survey. We present and compare both methods of data collection below.

Results

Quantitative results

The average WEMWBS score across all 56 participants who completed the initial survey was 40.1. Figure 1 shows that the mean WEMWBS score of each individual group started within the ranges associated with poor mental health. At the end of the eight sessions, the average score of all 43 participants who completed the final survey was 48.6, moving above
the “risky” ranges and reaching closer to the mean score of England’s population at 49.9 (Health Survey for England, 2016).

The distribution between the different ranges of scores shifted considerably between the start and end of the intervention (Fig.2). Most participants started with an individual score of ≤40, which is associated with high risk of major depression. In the final responses, most participants’ individual scores are 46 or higher, therefore moving above the 41-45 range that is associated with high risk of psychological distress and increased risk of depression. This pattern is observed both in the data across all participants and in the improved data, in which all 22 participants completed both the initial and final survey.

Figure 1: Mean WEMWBS scores at the start and end of the intervention

The distribution between the different ranges of scores shifted considerably between the start and end of the intervention (Fig.2). Most participants started with an individual score of ≤40, which is associated with high risk of major depression. In the final responses, most participants’ individual scores are 46 or higher, therefore moving above the 41-45 range that is associated with high risk of psychological distress and increased risk of depression. This pattern is observed both in the data across all participants and in the improved data, in which all 22 participants completed both the initial and final survey.

Figure 2: Distribution of individual WEMWBS scores at the start and end of the intervention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Start</th>
<th>End</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>≤40 - high risk of major depression</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41-45 - increased risk of depression</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥46 - above “risky” ranges</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>74%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Like-for-like data of 22 participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Start</td>
<td>69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

82%
Participants who had stated in the initial survey that they had considered leaving or suspending their PhD programme, were also more likely to have a lower individual WEMWBS score at the start of the intervention than the rest (Fig.3).

Participants' responses increased across all three PRES 2017 wellbeing statements, with a higher percentage of participants agreeing that they had someone to talk to about day-to-day problems compared to the PhD population (Fig.4). The pattern is similar in the improved, like-for-like data.

For the PRES 2019 wellbeing statements, which were added to the survey in the second year of the initiative, we looked at the like-for-like data in which the same 22 individuals completed the initial and final surveys. There was improvement in all four statements, with life satisfaction and low anxiety exceeding the scores of the PhD population (Fig.5).
By the end of the intervention, participants also felt more confident that they would complete their PhD within the institution’s expected timescale (Fig.6). The percentage of participants agreeing with this statement, across all participants and in the like-for-like data, exceeds that of the general PhD population, measured at 82% in both PRES 2017 and 2019.

**Qualitative findings**

Table 1 presents the themes of the three open-ended questions asked at the end of the eight sessions with illustrative quotes. All useful aspects mentioned by participants are captured by the four helping characteristics of support groups mentioned in the theoretical framework. In terms of improvements to the group and institutional changes, the table only includes the most prominent themes that were identified by at least 20% of participants.
Table 1: Thematic analysis of open-ended questions at the end of the intervention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Themes (response frequency ≥ 20%)</th>
<th>Illustrative quotes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1. What were the most useful aspects of the support group experience?</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Universality &amp; alternative to loneliness (68%)</td>
<td>“It was so good to hear first-hand accounts from others in my position. Often I would find myself recalling something someone said in the group and feeling better that the same thoughts had crossed others’ minds.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“It is an incredible experience with great impact both on a personal and professional capacity. Having a group of people going through similar issues or that have gone through them makes you feel less alone and you get great tips.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support (68%)</td>
<td>“[It was useful] to feel empathy &amp; compassion in the room”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Talking about common PhD issues in a serious and kind environment - not only in a joke-y way as is usually done between PhD students. Feeling like people care about me.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicating experiential knowledge (52%)</td>
<td>“Others’ experiences and insights of tackling future challenges.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Hearing what other people were going through helped to give me a perspective on my own issues.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instilling hope (48%)</td>
<td>“Reassurance that everything is actually going okay, even when it feels like it isn’t.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Receiving support from the group leaders and from the fellow PhD students has given me courage and strength to tackle my PhD and try to make it a good experience for me – because the group has also helped me realise that my difficulties in my PhD are not entirely my fault and that I deserve to be happy in my PhD.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. What do you think could be done to improve this group in the future?</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longer duration (41%)</td>
<td>“I have very good overall opinion about the support group. So, the only thing I can suggest is the extension of the period in which the meetings happen to the entire academic year.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More structure (25%)</td>
<td>“I really liked the unstructured nature of letting people express themselves but maybe more structure would allow the shyer people more time to express themselves, and move on from repetitions.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3. What could the university change to improve the PhD experience?</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisor training and accountability (70%)</td>
<td>“More training for supervisors would actually help. Just because they might be good academics it doesn't mean they are good managers/leaders. Perhaps something like a 360-degree appraisal system would be beneficial to monitor this.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Early guidance (30%)</td>
<td>“I think there must be some training for PhD students on managing expectations – perhaps a buddy system where 1st and 3rd years are paired to help each other with adjusting to the PhD in Year 1.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental wellbeing support (27%)</td>
<td>“[The university] should promote mental health programmes to PhDs a lot more, making them like a routine and not something too special, so it is easier for a student to seek help.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building communities (25%)</td>
<td>“Create a more ‘community feel’ for PhD students so that they can meet other students e.g. [Doctoral Society]. Give PhD students: a) some space to socialise - physical space and maybe a monthly, very simple event; b) a PhD forum to create a space for people to share potential collaborations [and] share events for students to engage with.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research culture (hierarchies, workload, casualisation) (20%)</td>
<td>“Part of this is about workload – casualisation and relying on PhDs to TA impacts on time and morale. Acknowledge the systemic issues that contribute to mental health – wellbeing is good but not enough. Support and fund groups like this so more PhDs can benefit from group meetings. Stop the culture of overwork that affects permanent staff and PhDs alike.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Additional themes for group improvements, each identified by 7% of participants, were: maintaining participant connection outside the group environment, inclusion of practical exercises such as mindfulness, and grouping participants by concern or year of study. Recommendations for institutional improvements included: more opportunities for PGRs to feed back to the institution, extending funding to include a write-up year, and access to better research facilities (each identified by 14% of participants). Less prominent themes were the provision of core research training (7%) and writing support (5%).

Support during Covid-19

The final three sessions of the final group running in the second year of the initiative coincided with the Covid-19 lockdown in the spring of 2020 and were consequently held online on MS Teams.

We expected the combination of the lockdown and change in mode of delivery to have negative effects on this group’s results. However, the individual WEMWBS scores of all participants in this group increased by the end of the group, with the lowest individual increase at 3 points and the highest at 20.

The responses of the six participants who completed both the initial and final survey and had consistently attended the group throughout the eight weeks, show that there was some improvement in most PRES statements, but satisfaction with work-life balance and happiness remained unchanged. Participants also felt more anxious at the end of the group than they did at the start. This is unsurprising given the disruption and uncertainty caused by the pandemic.

The open-ended comments in the final survey reflect participants’ appreciation for carrying on with this support during the lockdown. One participant mentioned that it was “hard to imagine how things might have been ‘without’ the group; it felt like this may have been invaluable for just touching base regularly”, while another participant mentioned that one of the best aspects about the group experience was that it continued during the coronavirus outbreak.

Discussion

The starting WEMWBS scores of participants were lower than we had expected, with 75% scoring within ranges associated with high or increased risk of depression and psychological distress. These low scores reflect self-selecting participants of a support group and, we can surmise, many were already experiencing significant wellbeing and mental health issues, which interfered with their ability to function as PhD students and affected their personal lives and relationships.

The final WEMWBS scores confirm that PhD support groups are effective mental wellbeing interventions; the intervention increased participants’ subjective wellbeing, with the scores of 74% of participants moving above the “risky” ranges and the average score of all groups
reaching close to that of England’s general population. The PRES statements further confirm an increase in wellbeing, with participants feeling happier, more satisfied with their life and work-life-balance, and having lower anxiety levels.

Participants who had considered leaving or suspending their PhD programme prior to joining a support group were more likely than other participants to start with individual WEMWBS scores within the “risky” ranges. This is in line with literature on the relationship between PGR wellbeing and attrition (Ali and Kohun, 2006; Pyhältö et al., 2012). The share of participants expressing confidence in completing their PhD within the expected timeframe increased by 25 percentage points by the end of the intervention, supporting previous findings that access to support and good mental wellbeing are critical to successful completion (Hunter and Devine, 2016; Peltonen et al., 2017).

In addition to PhD support groups being effective mental wellbeing interventions, the results confirm that they are effective mechanisms of social support. To proportion of participants agreeing that they had someone to talk to at the end of the intervention was considerably higher compared to the PhD population. These results suggest that social support is not only provided by a PGR’s departmental peers and supervisor (Jairam and Kahl, 2012), but can also be found in formal institutional support.

The qualitative results help us identify the characteristics of the intervention that made the greatest impact in improving participants’ wellbeing and PhD experience. The majority of participants identified ‘universality’ (Yalom, 1995) as one of the most useful aspects of the intervention. The experience of being in a group where others share similar problems leads to a sense of connection and relief, and helps members feel less alone (Schiff and Bargal, 2000). This helping characteristic was fundamental in informing our thinking when setting up this initiative, as feelings of isolation and a lack of sense of belonging have been identified as possible detriments to PGR mental health (Metcalfe et al., 2018). Jairam and Kahl’s (2012) participants, who identified their peers as the most prominent source of social support, also emphasised the helpfulness of the commonality in concerns.

The remaining helpful characteristics of feeling supported, learning through experience and instillation of hope also align with existing literature on social support and therapeutic factors of effective groups. Participants commented that the presence of the facilitators increased the sense that support can be found at the university, thus further instilling hope in them. In general, the intervention enabled participants to see that shared environmental or structural issues, rather than individual short-comings or inadequacies, may be significant factors in stress, depressive mood and anxiety.

The suggestions for improving the group in the future mainly related to an increase in the duration of the support group beyond the eight sessions. Given the resourcing constraints, we were not able to make this change, nor were we able to group participants by concern or year of study. Participants in earlier groups, asked for more structure during the sessions in order to make it easier for quieter participants to share; in response we introduced the weekly check-in and paired discussion during the first sessions discussed in Methods.
Limitations of the study

The introduction of the PhD Support Group was conceived as a practical intervention rather than as a research project. We invited all who expressed an interest to meet with us and we did not recruit participants with the aim of constructing an ideal research sample. Consequentially, the self-selecting sample is not necessarily representative of any broader population.

While the six groups’ composition varied in terms of disciplines, gender, concerns and pre-existing mental health conditions, results are surprisingly similar across all groups. The mean WEMWBS scores of each group varied significantly at the start of the eight sessions, yet five out of six groups ended with mean scores close to the score of the general population, between 47.7 and 48.6 (Fig.1). The sixth group had a final mean score of 51.2, but this higher score could be attributed to one participant’s individual score, which improved by 20 points by the end of the group. With this participant’s responses excluded from the sample, the final mean score of the sixth group decreases to 47.8, thus following the pattern observed across all other groups. The results of the PRES statements are also similar across the six groups.

Another shortcoming of our data is that we have not yet investigated whether the positive effects of attending a support group are long-lasting. Qualitative feedback suggests that participants would have liked for this support to continue over a longer period, for example, throughout a year, or to regroup every few months to check in with others. These are options that we have not yet explored and could make a greater impact to participants’ PhD experience and wellbeing.

Practical recommendations

The similarity in the results at the end of each group suggests that support groups are effective interventions regardless of individual participant characteristics and could be adopted by any university with similar results. Our groups helped PGRs feel emotionally supported and less anxious, improved their satisfaction with their life and work-life balance, and built their confidence in completing their PhD in a timely manner. Universities that introduce support groups with a similar format to ours should expect an overall improvement in participants’ wellbeing and, therefore, greater engagement of participants with their studies.

When considering adaptation of this model to other universities there are four key elements to consider. The first of these is confidentiality; in our case, participants and facilitators had to agree to the confidentiality guidelines of the institution’s counselling service to ensure a safe environment. The second key element concerns the distance of the facilitators in relation to the participants; neither of the facilitators were situated within the participants’ departments, allowing for sharing without fear of a conflict of interest. The third element is the combined expertise of facilitators in counselling/therapy and thorough understanding of the doctoral experience. The final element is confidential supervision for facilitators; regular supervision by an experienced group practitioner is invaluable, as this work can be emotionally demanding and, at times, very challenging.
The main challenge for adopting this initiative will be resourcing; running three to four groups in a year demands 0.1 FTE for each of the facilitators’ time, including time spent to promote, recruit, and evaluate each group. Evaluation is important as, in our case, the strong outcomes of the intervention helped us secure further funding beyond the initial 18-month funded period. If funding is available, we recommend extending the duration of each group beyond eight weeks, as suggested by several of our participants. We would also recommend allowing more time for the administration of the process, including the individual appointments with potential participants, as this can be very time-consuming.

The qualitative data on what changes the university can make to improve the PhD experience reflect common issues that pose risks to mental wellbeing and can be used as recommendations for any university. Supervisory concerns are the most common with participants suggesting mandatory supervisor training on management skills and mental health awareness. They also recommend incentivising supervisors to improve their practice, through peer review or recognition (e.g. the UKCGE’s Research Supervision Recognition Programme [2]). The second most popular suggestion was guidance of expectations and available support systems at an early stage of the PhD, or even prior to joining a programme. Universities are encouraged to reduce stigma through the introduction of preventative mental health initiatives, such as support groups and training for staff and students. Participants acknowledge the importance of social support and ask for more opportunities to connect with peers outside their immediate environment, for example, through doctoral societies. Finally, they call for a change in a research culture which currently rewards unhealthy behaviours such as competitiveness and overwork.

Conclusion

This paper showed that support groups, which focus on examining emotional and psychological issues related to the PhD, are very effective in enhancing PGR wellbeing and improving the overall doctoral experience. The results show that subjective wellbeing scores of participants increased considerably over the eight weeks of attending a support group and improved from initial score ranges that are associated with risks of depression or psychological distress. After completing the support group, participants felt less isolated and anxious, were more satisfied with their life and work-life balance and felt much more confident that they could complete their PhD within the institutional timeframe. These improvements were the result of participants feeling supported by peers, who shared similar feelings and experiences related to the PhD.

Institutions looking for innovative interventions to support their PGRs could integrate our model within their existing support systems and expect similar results.
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